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While not as complete as my other mods, this mod adds two new seasons into
the game; besides the four seasons that the game already has, there is also a
1/12 week season, and a 1/24 week season. The 1/24 season is scheduled to
last the entire year; this means that the game will only have two months'
worth of weather in an easy playthrough: one season of winter/spring, and one
of summer/fall. So I downloaded and installed all the mods in order of
appearance, removing the Starter Mod first, and running it in the Starter room.
The Pokemon just vanish. If I switch to the PC mapper it works, with no
problems. I tried entering and exiting the house in the forest several times, but
I get a "InvalidPokemon" error. I have fixed the issue myself, and am using the
fixed version as of now. The PCMapper is still not fully compatible, but that
doesn't affect this mod at all, as only the PCMapper's animations affect the
weather this mod is supposed to change. I downloaded the file and it works
fine with my file updates but when i try to run the game with it on it never
loads and it opens the game but its all black my videos are slow so people are
going to think its the game its a pc and im gonna say this but its the weather
mod thats the only one i think that would make the game act like it was on a
pc/mac and i did download the weather mod and the other stuff that is
supposed to make the game a pc/mac version like the skyrim together remake
but this weather mod won't work when i start the game so i wanna know if
there is a video or tutorial on how to get this weather mod to work or if there is
a weather mod for this game that makes it act like a pc/mac version.....
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